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Shackled to my Family
NEW, UPDATED EDITION: The 2015 updated
edition, produced by popular demand from our
readers has been substantially re-edited.
This is the true story of Samina Younis, born in Britain to
a strict, religious Muslim family - a family that practices
the tradition of forced marriage which they brought back
with them from their village in Pakistan.
One of seven sisters and two brothers, she was a bitter
disappointment to her parents who desperately wanted
a son; as a result she suffered terrible physical and mental
abuse at the hands of both her mother and father; later
she was to fall victim to continued abuse from her very
own siblings.
At the age of just sixteen, on a trip to Pakistan Samina
was told that she must marry her second cousin, a boy
she had met only once in her life and for whom she had
no affection whatsoever.
The writing of this book was Samina’s only way of coming
to terms with the life that she had been forced into, the
mental conflict over her enduring love for a mother,
now dead, who even on her deathbed was compelled to
dominate and control her future. The book recounts her
struggle against her family and her dramatic escape to a
life of her own.

Title: Shackled to my Family
Author: Samina Younis
ISBN: 978-1-908387-71-4
Genre: Autobiography : Women
Binding: 203 x 127mm (5x8”)

“This touching and harrowing story is even stronger for being
true. As someone who is white/British the events that play out are
shocking but also really informative and educational about a culture
I’m unfamiliar with. The lead has shown great courage in making
her story heard.

Perfect bound
Published: 2012, reprinted 2015
Length: 208 pages

The book is well written and engaging throughout.

Distributors: Bertrams, Gardners, Nielsen

- Amazon Reader (5/5 Stars)
“I was gripped right from the start to this book,shocking and
heartbreaking story.highly recommended for anyone who is into
reading true accounts of women who are ill treated an forced into
marriage.”

RRP £8.99
Discount 40%

- Amazon Reader (5/5 Stars)
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City of Storms
When top foreign correspondent Sean Brian flies
into Manila in the Philippines as part of his Asian
news beat, a typhoon and a political revolution
are uppermost in his thoughts.
But what also awaits will turn his already busy
life into a roller coaster of romance, adventure,
elation and despair.
At the centre of this transformation is an infant
boy child, born, abandoned and plunged into
street poverty in the grim underbelly of an Asian
metropolis.
This is the catalyst for a story ranging from the
corrupt, violent world of back street city sex clubs
and drug addiction, to the clean air of the Sulu
Sea and the South Pacific; from the calm safety of
an island paradise to the violent guerilla world of
the notorious Golden Triangle and the southern
Philippines archipeligo.
As we follow the child, Bagyo, into fledgling
manhood, we can only wonder at the ripples that
spread from one individual to engulf so many
others – and at the injustice that still corrodes life
on the mean streets of the world.

Title: City of Storms
Author: Paul Campbell

Great, pacy read with evocative descriptions and engaging
charaters
- Amazon Reader (5/5 Stars)

ISBN: 978-1-908387-99-8

A wonderfully colourful read

Genre: Thrillers, Contemporary Fiction

- Amazon Reader (5/5 Stars)

not a dull page, great action writing and a tear along ...

Binding: 203 x 127mm (5x8”) Perfect bound



Published: 2014 (“Me, no Christmas”),
reprinted 2014

- Amazon Reader (5/5 Stars)

After the opening chapterr the pace changed into high gear
as the underworld life came to the surface. The suspenseful
story took many turns and certainly used the writer’s
imagination to the extreme.

Length: 252 pages

The author certainly showed that he was an authority
on the South East Asian sector and well he might for the
amount of time he spent there as a journalist in that region
Highly commendable reading.

Contact: sales@oxford-ebooks.com
Distributors: Bertrams, Gardners, Nielsen

EDITOR
’S
Discount 40%
CHOICE

From the hectic hubbub of a chance Hong Kong taxi
meeting to the tranquil shores of New Zealand. It was all
there.

RRP £9.99

Satisfaction guaranteed ! Indeed !
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- Amazon Reader (5/5 Stars)

Big City Secrets
Our Shadows Will Remain Trilogy Pt 1
Lee tires of living with his abusive, street-preaching
uncle and makes an escape from him and the small,
rundown town in which he was born. He finds
himself in Los Angeles where he soon encounters
Father Doyle - a fighting, drinking man of his own
few rules. Together, the two survive by stealing
what they need until Lee his lured away by Tiffany
Lily, a faded TV star making her way back to the
top. But life among the super-rich is little better
than the tough life on the streets of LA.
This is a gritty study of the American dream turned
sour; you can expect strong language throughout
and scenes of an adult nature.

A fast-paced, dizzying whirlwind of a novel, Big City Secrets
is a genuinely engaging and well-written debut from an
author who I can’t wait to read more from.


Title: Big City Secrets
Author: Alec Charles
ISBN: 978-1-910779-18-7
Genre: Contemporary Fiction
Binding: 203 x 127mm (5x8”) Perfect bound
Published: 2016
Length: 178 pages
Contact: sales@oxford-ebooks.com
Distributors: Bertrams, Gardners, Nielsen
RRP £8.00
Discount 35%

Contact: sales@oxford-ebooks.com
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- Amazon Reader (5/5 Stars)

Days of Surrender
Our Shadows Will Remain Trilogy Pt 2
With his already broken world in tatters, Lee flees
Los Angeles. In his pocket, the off-white dog collar
last worn by his dubious friend Reverend Doyle.
Arriving in the town of Whicker, and now adopting
the persona of the Reverend, he discovers a
person from his long past with a secret as deep
and dark as his own.
Fuelled by spite and revenge, Lee embarks on a
mission to destroy the man that caused him so
much pain in his past.
You can expect strong language throughout this
story as well as scenes of an adult nature.

Title: Days of Surrender
Author: Alec Charles
ISBN: 978-1-910779-19-4
Genre: Contemporary Fiction
Binding: 203 x 127mm (5x8”) Perfect bound
Published: 2016
Length: 194 pages
Contact: sales@oxford-ebooks.com
Distributors: Bertrams, Gardners, Nielsen
RRP £8.00
Discount 35%
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Every Open Eye
Our Shadows Will Remain Trilogy Pt 3
Lee is beaten and left for dead outside Whicker
following his vengeful attack on the rotten core of
the seemingly peaceful town.
His broken body is taken in by The Missionaries
of Charity. Father Doyle’s dog-collar saving his skin
once more when the Sisters take him for a man of
God - but are the Sisters also what they claim to
be?
When he meets Beth, it seems that Lee’s life is
back on track, his past life of debauchery, crime
and excess put behind him for a while. But the
ghosts of his past and ever-present demons catch
up with him and engulf him once more.
This final story in the Our Shadows will Remain
trilogy continues to deliver strong language
throughout and scenes of an adult nature.

Title: Every Open Eye
Author: Alec Charles
ISBN: 978-1-910779-20-0
Genre: Contemporary Fiction
Binding: 203 x 127mm (5x8”) Perfect bound
Published: 2016
Length: 208 pages
Contact: sales@oxford-ebooks.com
Distributors: Bertrams, Gardners, Nielsen
RRP £9.00
Discount 35%

Contact: sales@oxford-ebooks.com
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Elysium Burning
The human race tore itself apart during the Age of
Judgment.
We unleashed enough firepower to vaporize
whole nations, poisoning the Earth and grinding
civilization down to the politics of muscle and
steel. Dark days came. War-dog days, like some
ethanol-fueled b-movie.
Then came word of the Last City. A new Elysium
welded together from the carcass of our old
technology. A place ruled by a god-machine
named Kronos, Guardian Engine of Humanity.
Too bad that it’s gone insane. Even worse that
its two thousand- year-long master program has
actually come to fruition, offering a chance to
remake the Earth as a paradise.
Well, one species paradise is another one’s hell.
And the experiments of Kronos have garnered a
little unwanted attention, from the all-devouring
metal metavirus known as the Unity. Their alien
enemies are here to help us... but it’s the kind of
help that often ends with an autopsy.
Kaito Kayzi would be worried if he knew all this.
But when your best friend is busy pharming
adrenochrome from the living brains of junkies,
and your next employers look like being a quasireligious death cult, little things like the end of the
world fade behind the static of the Big Weird. The
sad fact is, with a new virus turning humans and
machines alike into unmentionable sludge, he’s
the best hope we’ve got...

Title: Elysium Burning
Author: Drew Bryenton
ISBN: 978-1-910779-21-7
Genre: Science Fiction, Cyberpunk
Binding: 203 x 127mm (5x8”) Perfect bound
Published: 2016

“I was very impressed with this book, there are some
fantastic ideas and the prose has a real eloquence that is
both rare and rewarding. The vision of this post-human
universe is lucid and vividly presented; all projected in a
talented and confident voice.”

Length: 422 pages
Contact: sales@oxford-ebooks.com

- 5/5 Stars SF Book Review

Distributors: Bertrams, Gardners, Nielsen, Nielsen

EDITOR
’S
CHOICE

RRP £12.00
Discount 35%
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The Chains of Tartarus
Kaito Kayzi is used to weird. As a criminal hackersavant in a city where technology is tied up with
religion, ‘strange’ is a prerequisite. But tonight is
a little different. Tonight, the weird have gone to
war.
Up above, in the sterility of the upper towers, a
frighteningly ambitious businessman is making his
play for a lordly title... and the two-thousand-yearold terraforming engine that goes with it. In the
Subcity, the crooked cop who used to hire Kaito
for ‘extracurricular duties’ has been used as meat
for a military experiment.
And his best friend, the formidable biker-gang-ofone Jaq Haszan, is acting a little funny. Perhaps it’s
something to do with the psycho gladiator clone
who keeps trying to put a samurai sword through
his head?
Any normal person would mark this one off a a
bad day.
Then again, when faced with an alien virus that
makes demonic possession look like the common
cold, a normal person would die horribly.
A drug-fueled, railpistol-packing outlaw hacker
might just live long enough to make sense of it
all...

Title: The Chains of Tartarus
Author: Drew Bryenton
ISBN: 978-1-910779-19-4
Genre: Science Fiction, Cyberpunk
Binding: 203 x 127mm (5x8”) Perfect bound
Published: 2016
Length: 418 pages
Contact: sales@oxford-ebooks.com
Distributors: Bertrams, Gardners, Nielsen
RRP £12.00
Discount 35%

Contact: sales@oxford-ebooks.com
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Soulcrusher
And so it’s come to this! The apocalypse unfolds
in shattered neon and bloody steel, and all that
stands in its way is a crew of drug-fiends, criminals,
renegades and madmen...
This time it’s gonna be take no prisoners, no
quarter given, and the devil will LITERALLY take
the hindmost. Kaito loses his mind, but gains a
few thousand megatons of nuclear firepower.
Jaqub Haszan finds himself oddly attracted to
the woman who’s trying to kill him. And Octavio
Vanecke is born again... although not in any kind
of a religious sense.
By the time you turn the last page, you’ll find out
just how awful things can get for Technician Zhe
on the worst day of his long, long life...

Title: Soulcrusher
Author: Drew Bryenton
ISBN: 978-1-910779-23-1
Genre: Science Fiction, Cyberpunk
Binding: 203 x 127mm (5x8”) Perfect bound
Published: 2016
Length: 348 pages
Contact: sales@oxford-ebooks.com
Distributors: Bertrams, Gardners, Nielsen
RRP £12.00
Discount 35%
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The Everlasting Beyond of Eternal Happiness
Things should be looking up for lonely
microbiologist Anthony Germaine. As science
officer on an epoch-making journey into space,
he stands on the cusp of a discovery that could
mark a new chapter in human history and propel
his career into the stellar league.
But he is only a virtual entity in a spaceship’s
computer and his personality files are corrupt.
Plagued with acne and obsessed with sex and
death, he can’t keep his mind on the job or off the
adorable chocolate addict Marlene.
With the computer due to switch itself off a week
on Tuesday, he has precious little time to answer
the big questions of science, belief and God, win
the heart of Marlene, and find some spot lotion.
And to make matters worse, someone or
something is bumping off the rest of the crew.
The Everlasting Beyond of Eternal Happiness is a
science-fiction comedy about sex, death, God and
chocolate that will make you laugh, cringe and
hold on to your privates.

Title: The Everlasting Beyond of Eternal

I was pretty much entranced throughout much of this novel;
there is an effortless quality about the book that makes
reading it very easy and comfortable. The subtle humour
helps, as does the great storyline and I loved the idea of
using virtual astronauts. The author manages to keep you
on your toes too with a pretty fast relentless plot with very
little downtime at all.

Happiness
Author: Mike Amos
ISBN: 978-1-910779-17-0

For a debut novel The Everlasting Beyond of Eternal
Happiness is quite exceptional, it’s funny without going too
far, thoughtful without being too preachy and above all a
very fine read.

Genre: Science Fiction, Humour
Binding: 203 x 127mm (5x8”) Perfect bound
Published: 2016

5/5 Stars - SFBook.com

Length: 390 pages

EDITOR
’S
CHOICE

Contact: sales@oxford-ebooks.com
Distributors: Bertrams, Gardners, Nielsen
RRP £12.00
Discount 35%

Contact: sales@oxford-ebooks.com
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Halo of Thorns

Chain of Shadows
an epic fantasy by

DREW BRYENTON
The Rise and Fall of a Lord of Darkness
Kuhal Moer wields powers that bend gods into
trembling wrecks as he summons towering beasts
from the mud of the battlefield composed of
the corpses of the slain. Ride with the Drakken
in the icy skies above vast war keels hewn from
the mountains themselves, floating stone war
cities bristling with canons. Witness city-levelling
magical battles that tear the very fabric of the
universe asunder.
… and the Nameless ones. Well, what can be said
of them except that they make the Cenobites from
Hellraiser look like the Teletubbies in comparison.
This book is extraordinarily fun. If you define fun by soul
crushing horror and fear, that is. It’s a book about the fall
from grace of one aspiring necromancer and all the horrors
he is forced to whiteness and commit on the way.

Title: Halo of Thorns
Author: Drew Bryenton

This is definitely fantasy of the darkest stripe. with
characters with magical power so immense they can
challenge the gods themselves.

ISBN: 978-1-910779-00-2

- Amazon Reader (4/5 Stars)

Genre: Fantasy
Binding: 203 x 127mm (5x8”) Perfect bound

This is an excellent book. I wasn’t sure what to expect when
I picked this up and was surprised to find a great read.
Lots of great ideas come together to make a fresh and
interesting world with a main character who would be the
villain in most other stories but is the dark hero of this one.

Published: 2015
Length: 360 pages

If you’re wondering if it’s worth the price the answer is yes.

Contact: sales@oxford-ebooks.com



Distributors: Bertrams, Gardners, Nielsen
RRP £8.99
Discount 40%

- Amazon Reader (5/5 Stars)

Drew Bryenton lives in New Zealand where he works as a
journalist. He has also written the Alter Inferno complex
trilogy of cyberpunk books, published by Oxford eBooks
under the sci-fi-cafe.com imprint.

EDITOR
’S
CHOICE

His writing style is finely polished and will appeal to
customers that enjoy epic fantasy titles.
The series contains some adult language as well as
prolonged and often graphic battle scenes.
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On Black Wings of Vengeance
The Rise and Fall of a Lord of Darkness
The wings of vengeance unfurl over a world in
flames...
Kuhal Moer has risen to the heights - and sunken
to the depths - of necromancy. His enemies lie
broken, his tower broods over a plain of fused and
cracked glass, and his legacy is a reign of terrified
peace beyond his borders.
But three centuries of change have passed him by.
And forces are stirring in the world of Yrde which
threaten to make even the most potent Dark Lord
an irrelevancy...
From the East come the Kothrai, a race of raiders
and reavers sailing their black ships before
sorcerous winds. From the North come rumours
of the walking dead, a ravenous tide of ghouls.
And in the South the vile and massive Coldblood
stirs, raising from its epochal torpor.
Now Kuhal must put aside the better part of his
power, leave his dark domain, and re-discover a
world where many now call him a God. But where
others would call him a weapon, a pawn in their
games of conquest. And the necromancer has
other problems too...

Title: On Black Wings of Vengeance
Author: Drew Bryenton

After three hundred years, he’s about to discover
the joys of family.

ISBN: 978-1-910779-10-1

Gods help us all.

Genre: Fantasy
Binding: 203 x 127mm (5x8”) Perfect bound
Published: 2015

...it makes the first installment look tame by comparison.
Bigger battles, darker villains, more than just the fate of
the world hangs in the balance... and the main character
(necromancer) is nicely balanced by his equal and partner
in villainy, the witch known as the Stormreaper. If you have
not read book one, do that first. Then enjoy another 400 or
so pages of action packed brutal action!

Length: 448 pages
Contact: sales@oxford-ebooks.com
Distributors: Bertrams, Gardners, Nielsen



RRP £12.99
Discount 40%

Contact: sales@oxford-ebooks.com
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- Amazon Reader (5/5 Stars)

Fullchrome Afterburn

Fullchrome Afterburn
DREW BRYENTON
Ezra Ashdown is a very confused, very lucky
frontier gambler and gun for hire. Though he’s
worried that the little lady who saved him from
the gallows is far, far more dangerous than a piece
of rope too short to reach the ground.
Recruited into the shadowy Ministry of Plausible
Deniability, Ezra had to trade in his cowboy boots
and six-guns for futuristic weaponry, though
he’s determined to hang onto his hat. Which is
not bad advice when you’re faced with a galaxywide conspiracy involving killer robotic mimes,
a homicidal home handyman turned evil supergenius, a crew of bondage-themed space pirates,
a planet of religious fanatics out for blood, and the
avatar of an ancient, all-powerful machine which
thinks it’s a pre-adolescent French princess.

Title: Fullchrome Afterburn

Now Ezra, his unnervingly sexy parole officer, their
robot friend (and any other allies mad enough
to lend a hand) are up against the biggest threat
humanity has ever faced... well, at least since we
lost that war against the alien clowns from the 6th
Dimension. You know the one.

Author: Drew Bryenton
ISBN: 978-1-910779-42-2
Genre: sci-fi, humour

If he fails, a race of giant monsters who keep
humans as pets will trap and neuter us all. If he
succeeds, he might finally get a shave, a proper
bottle of whiskey and an explanation as to just
what the hell is going on here...

Binding: 203 x 127mm (5x8”) Perfect bound
Published: 2018
Length: 356 pages

CONTENT ADVISORY: Language, violence,
innuendo, drug and alcohol abuse... you know, all
the GOOD STUFF!

Contact: sales@oxford-ebooks.com
Distributors: Bertrams, Gardners, Nielsen
RRP £14
Discount 55%

NEW FO
R
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Contact: sales@oxford-ebooks.com
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Exchange Rate
He woke up in the midst of a terrifying storm,
alone in an ice-cave. He has no memory of where,
who or even, after examining himself WHAT he
was.
As the storm passed, he recalled one fact - he
served an unknown master, forced to collect
crystals from the icy wastes outside in return for
a drug that would grant temporary relief from the
pain of remembering his past.
But outside, his world was changing, the ice
melting and with that his resolve to discover the
truth mounted.

Title: Exchange Rate
Author: David Reynolds-Moreton
ISBN: 978-1-910779-33-0
Genre: Science Fiction
Binding: 203 x 127mm (5x8”) Perfect bound
Published: 2016
Length: 106 pages
Contact: sales@oxford-ebooks.com
Distributors: Bertrams, Gardners, Nielsen
RRP £7.00
Discount 35%
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The Single Twin
Fed up to the back teeth with Earth’s population,
greedy, warring and corrupt, Cresswell decides to
up-sticks and spend the rest of his days in a space
tug mining asteroids. At last with all the peace and
solitude that he craved, life was more bearable
apart from the regular descent to the smelting
stations to sell his haul.
But there are a lot of strange things out in the
asteroid belt; Cresswell encounters a stricken
alien craft and with a heroism he never knew he
had rescues the sole occupant. From that point
on, the pair embark on an astounding voyage of
discovery taking them to the sorry future of Earth
and beyond.

Title: The Single Twin
Author: David Reynolds-Moreton
ISBN: 978-1-910779-32-3
Genre: Science Fiction
Binding: 203 x 127mm (5x8”) Perfect bound
Published: 2016
Length: 166 pages
Contact: sales@oxford-ebooks.com
Distributors: Bertrams, Gardners, Nielsen
RRP £8.00
Discount 35%

Contact: sales@oxford-ebooks.com
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The Sweepers
Jassic Koblintz or as he was known to the greater
universe, Jas was destined for great things.
Cherry-Picked from university by ‘The Grey Man’
and indoctrinated into the great and secret
organisation within the Confederation of Planets
formally known as ‘The Seekers’, but to those in
the know, ‘The Sweepers’.
His undercover work to seek out and CORRECT
members of society on planets within the
Confederation exceeded all expectations - and
soon, that work was to take on a far greater
significance.

Title: The Sweepers
Author: David Reynolds-Moreton
ISBN: 978-1-910779-31-6
Genre: Science Fiction
Binding: 203 x 127mm (5x8”) Perfect bound
Published: 2016
Length: 184 pages
Contact: sales@oxford-ebooks.com
Distributors: Bertrams, Gardners, Nielsen
RRP £8.00
Discount 35%
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Of Wood, Metal and Glass
Long after the mighty dogs of war had barked
their last three primitive settlements struggle to
survive, distant but connected by a fragile wooden
trackway. Brent sails the trackways between the
settlements, ferrying materials and goods from his
forest edge settlement and the metalworkers and
outwards to the glass workers.
The desert wastelands between the three
settlements are being consumed by an unknown
force, gigantic funnels into which the parched sands
are being slowly sucked. But there is something
more, a malevolent cloud-like presence haunts the
desert.
Brent is uncommonly inquisitive and against
the decree of the elders stumbles upon a
hitherto undiscovered treasure house - an entire
department store, buried and overgrown by the
forest over the countless years. And so change
comes to the three settlements, but not in the way
that they had expected

Title: Of Wood, Metal and Glass
Author: David Reynolds-Moreton
ISBN: 978-1-910779-30-9
Genre: Science Fiction
Binding: 203 x 127mm (5x8”) Perfect bound
Published: 2016
Length: 188 pages
Contact: sales@oxford-ebooks.com
Distributors: Bertrams, Gardners, Nielsen
RRP £8.00
Discount 35%

Contact: sales@oxford-ebooks.com
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Transplant
A generation-ship bound for a new Earth plunges
through space for hundreds, perhaps thousands of
years. Within, the teaching device broken, the true
nature of the ship long forgotten and the Captain
unseen, Glyn stumbles upon the ancient journal
of a young crewman of the third generation of
travellers.
What he finds tells of a time on board so much
different to the lives that he and his fellow
travellers live.
Soon afterwards, a series of malfunctions brings
about a revelation as to the true nature of their
ship, and only then can their journey truly begin in
a bewildering and dangerous new land.
Transplant is the first book in a loosely related
series called The Sapient Continuum. Although not
necessary to read in any order, the astute reader
will discover references backwards and forwards
between books in the series.

Title: Transplant
Author: David Reynolds-Moreton
ISBN: 978-1-910779-26-2
Genre: Science Fiction
Binding: 203 x 127mm (5x8”) Perfect bound
Published: 2016
Length: 168 pages
Contact: sales@oxford-ebooks.com
Distributors: Bertrams, Gardners, Nielsen
RRP £8.00
Discount 35%
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Greenways
Nature always fights back. Even after Mankind had
scorched the Earth with nuclear fire, the forests
regrew. New life now flourishes where it can,
strange and savage. The distant descendants of
the last survivors of Armageddon now live high
in the interconnected branches of the vast forest,
eeking out a simple existence.
The Story Tellers passed on tales of the Giants, and
the Time of the Great Lights, but there is little or
no understanding of what has gone before; the
old world erased and forgotten.
Kel, and his new friend Moss embark on a journey
to discover whether there is any truth in the
ancient tales - and what they discover is beyond
their wildest imaginings.
Logically, this is the second in the Sapient
Continuum series. Following many generations
after Transplant, it can easily be read independently
or in any order.

Title: Greenways
Author: David Reynolds-Moreton
ISBN: 978-1-910779-27-9
Genre: Science Fiction
Binding: 203 x 127mm (5x8”) Perfect bound
Published: 2016
Length: 142 pages
Contact: sales@oxford-ebooks.com
Distributors: Bertrams, Gardners, Nielsen
RRP £7.00
Discount 35%

Contact: sales@oxford-ebooks.com
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Extreme Difference
Dumped on an alien world, with no memory of his
past, and among a strange bunch of people who
had filled their own blank memories with myth
and legend, what do you do?
If you just agree with the others, you stand a good
chance of losing what little sanity you have left,
and then what?
You could try to find the truth behind the myths,
but if you do, you are labelled a heretic.
It takes a very tough character and a very thick skin
to unravel the mysteries the man with no identity
found himself submerged in.
Huddled inside their cave complex, life moves at a
snail’s pace, when daytime outside is blisteringly
hot, and the nights icy cold.
With little more than his own urge to survive at all
costs, and a determination to put right the terrible
wrongs which had been done, he set out on his
quest against impossible odds.

Title: Extreme Difference
Author: David Reynolds-Moreton
ISBN: 978-1-910779-28-6
Genre: Science Fiction
Binding: 203 x 127mm (5x8”) Perfect bound
Published: 2016
Length: 186 pages
Contact: sales@oxford-ebooks.com
Distributors: Bertrams, Gardners, Nielsen
RRP £8.00
Discount 35%
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The Seed Garden
The prospect looked grim for Jed; alone, his escape
pod crashed on an uncharted planet with no hope
of rescue. But after he died a painful grizzly death
in the dry desert things began to look up.
The lifeless planet that Jed now roams turns out to
hold a secret vital to the existence of life itself.
David Reynolds-Moreton takes us on a journey of
discovery through strange and hostile landscapes,
and into the depths of a machine so staggeringly
vast and at the same time utterly believable.
Whether you see the twist at the end coming or
not, you’ll be completely drawn in.

Title: The Seed Garden
Author: David Reynolds-Moreton
ISBN: 978-1-910779-29-3
Genre: Science Fiction
Binding: 203 x 127mm (5x8”) Perfect bound
Published: 2016
Length: 150 pages
Contact: sales@oxford-ebooks.com
Distributors: Bertrams, Gardners, Nielsen
RRP £7.00
Discount 35%

Contact: sales@oxford-ebooks.com
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The Tribe
Marooned on an uncharted Planet, Kal wanders
the savage wilderness on the edge of survival until
he stumbles upon The Tribe living in a cave, near
extinction and threatened by the local wildlife.
Kal instigates the technical and cultural birthing of
the tiny people which takes off at a breathtaking
pace. But there is another technological force at
play on the strange planet, a relic of some past
civilisation, or something more current?
I was pretty impressed with this book, there is a relaxed
and friendly voice and such an effortless manner that really
draws you into this story.
The actual planet is reassuringly alien with some strange
creatures and even stranger plants, all described in concise
detail which comes across as being quite feasible; the
overall feeling of being marooned on an alien planet is just
great.
4/5 Stars - SFBook.com

Title: The Tribe
Author: David Reynolds-Moreton
ISBN: 978-1-910779-25-5
Genre: Science Fiction
Binding: 203 x 127mm (5x8”) Perfect bound
Published: 2016
Length: 244 pages

EDITOR
’S
CHOICE

Contact: sales@oxford-ebooks.com
Distributors: Bertrams, Gardners, Nielsen
RRP £10.00
Discount 35%
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The Tribe
Stritonoly, the purple planet.
The sole source of PurRok in the entire galaxy.
The son of the Czar of Stritonoly maddened by the
forbidden poison of the Acidel drives the Czar to
take drastic steps that would haunt his nightmares
forever. A terrifying and eternal force stalks the
forest nearby as a storm of epic proportions
gathers over the Citadel.
And at the centre of it all, princess Beki learns that
her powers over the men that hold her captive may
bring her what she has been waiting for. As the
story unfolds, the characters discover truths about
themselves, some terrifying, others prophetic.
Barok, leader of the Acidel slave-race emerges,
transformed and returns to the Citadel and his
people - but their very existence hangs in the
balance as terrible plans of war and destruction
are revealed.
The three books in this hauntingly surreal saga are
brought together for the first time in one volume.
Brought together for the first time, the three
books in this hauntingly surreal saga.
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A Capful of Wind
A Capful of wind, AKA “Useless
Information for Aspiring Skippers”
...charts the author’s progress from her first
dubious adventures in a leaky tub to Coastal 1
examination.
Despite everything that the elements and even
fellow seafarers throw at her, Monica Matterson
wittily recalls a wealth of fascinating and often
hilarious tales of misadventure on, in and
sometimes under the sea - including pubs that
vanish by dawn, how stolen planks from a building
site save the day in a storm and much ‘mud
shuffling’.
The book includes over 60 original paintings and
drawings by the author that bring the cleverly
observed humour throughout this nautical
autobiography to life.
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The Brief Presence of an Absent Granny
This book is a charming portrail of ordinary life
from the early 20’s to modern times.
“Although a originally intended for three
Grandsons, I hope many others can enjoy and
relate to the reminiscences of a childhood and the
simplicity of a Yorkshire village life in the 1920’s
and 30’s”
Set against a background of change before, during
and after World War II, this book chronicles the
author’s life and illustrations from early childhood
to the present day. Life was so much different in
those days - would you let your daughter hitchhike on lorries, climb out of the window of a
moving train, or climb a flagpole on the Nurse’s
home roof? Only if you didn’t know about it!
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Molly’s Shoe Box
Follow the adventures of a girl called Molly and
discover the secret magic of her enchanted shoe
box.
These delightfully illustrated stories for early
readers will capture your imagination and take
you on a magical journey.
Particularly suitable for young readers aged
between 5-8yrs.
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Dead Innocent
Nothing extraordinary ever happened to Fisher
Bayley, but all that changes when a corrupt
businessman with political ambitions finds himself
facing disaster.
Wealthy and well-connected Harry Scarfe is about
to fight a by-election, when a young woman’s
body is discovered. As the mystery of her identity
and how she died is pieced together, the affair that
had threatened his campaign looks set instead to
destroy him completely. He realises that to lay
the past to rest, sacrifices must be made - other
people’s. And fate places Bayley on his list. The
target of a powerful pact, Bayley panics and
goes into hiding. Accused of murder, to prove his
innocence he must uncover the true killer, but
with his own life in danger, hope is fast running
out...
A really good read with an intriguing storyline. Very well
written. Had me gripped.
- Amazon Reader (5/5 Stars)
This is a very good read once you have started to read you
can’t put it down. The plot is fantastic and the first few
pages have a great hook. As you read the image of the
characters come straight out of a TV drama which could be
adapted for this medium.
The backdrop to the story is well researched around the
city of Norwich and the castle museum. The story of power
and political greed woven with staff at a museum and the
contact between them make a compelling read.
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I hope the author continues the mystery of what happened
to the newly elected MP Harry Scarfe. ... If any TV producers
out there want to make a drama set locally then go for this!
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- Amazon Reader (5/5 Stars)

